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We have investigated the dimensional effects that arise in the propagation of ultrasound 
through a metal plate in a magnetic field H. If H is parallel to the sample surface the oscil
lations associated with the geometric resonance should exhibit a cutoff when the diameter of 
the electron orbit becomes larger than the sample thickness. When the magnetic field is at 
an angle cp with respect to the surface of the plate the dimensional effect would become 
oscillatory, being a periodic function of the applied field. This dimensional effect is due to 
electrons close to the limiting point on the Fermi surface. An investigation of the angular 
dependence of the period and amplitude of the oscillations makes it possible to determine 
the local values of the Gaussian curvature and the electron mean free path at the Fermi 
surface. When cp 7'c 0 in a thin plate the amplitude and width of the acoustic absorption are 
not determined by volume scattering, but by the transit time of resonance electrons from 
one side of the plate to the other. 

1. There has been a great deal of recent interest 
in the investigation of high-frequency dimensional 
effects in a magnetic field H. In papers by one of 
the authors [t] and Azbel' L2J it has been shown that 
the magnetic-field dependence of the impedance 
should exhibit a number of interesting features 
when the electron orbits become comparable with 
the sample size in cyclotron resonance in plane
parallel metal plates. 

Kha'i'kin [3•4J and Gantmakher [5] have observed 
a cutoff of electron orbits in polycrystaline tin 
plates in a magnetic field parallel to the surface 
of the sample. Investigation of these dimensional 
effects gives a method for direct measurement of 
the extreme diameters of the Fermi surface. A 
new type of dimensional effect was observed by 
Gantmakher and one of the authors; [sJ this effect 
is associated with the drift motion of the electrons 
deep in the metal and it was shown that an investi
gation of this effect can be used to find open tra
jectories, to measure the local values of the 
Gaussian curvature, and to determine the electron 
mean free path at the Fermi surface. 

On the other hand it is well known that the en
ergy spectra of metals can be determined by 
means of ultrasound. It is therefore of interest to 
consider the possibility of observing various 
dimensional effects in the propagation of sound 
through a metal plate in the presence of an ex
ternal magnetic field. This problem is the subject 
of the present communication. 

2. We compute sound absorption in a plane
parallel metal plate. In what follows we shall be 

interested in the limiting case of relatively low 
acoustic frequencies and a strong magnetic field; 
the temporal dispersion is unimportant but the 
spatial dispersion is very strong: 

w<v<Q, 

"A<d<l. "A<R 

( l.a) 

( l.b) 

( ;>.. is the wave length of the sound wave, l is the 
mean free path, R = v /Q is the electron Larmor 
radius). The dimensional effects are most pro
nounced in this range of values of the parameters. 

In the limiting case ( l.a), ( l.b) we need only 
consider the deformation interaction of the elec
trons with the lattice, neglecting the alternating 
electric fields arising in the metal in the propa
gation of the sound wave. In this case the equa
tion describing the elastic oscillations in the 
metal is[?] 

.. i)2u" a \ 
pui = "A;kzm d,---iJ' -;-- 0- \ dr:p o (e- ~) X (p, r, t) Aik (p). (2) 

xk xz xk ~ 

Here u(r, t) is the displacement vector associ
ated with the sound wave, p is the density of the 
metal, 1-. is the elasticity tensor, d Tp = 2h- 3d 3p, 
h is Planck's constant, d 3p is the volume element 
in momentum space, Aik (p) is the tensor giving 
the potential deformation, which vanishes after 
averaging over the Fermi surface £ ( p) = ?_;, 

xo ( £ - ?_;) is the nonequilibrium part of the elec
tron distribution function and the dots denote 
partial differentiation with respect to time; re
peated subscripts mean summation from one to 
three. The last term on the right side of Eq. (2) 
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represents the force exerted by electron gas on 
the element of volume of the elastic medium as a 
consequence of the interaction of the electrons 
with the lattice. 

The linearized kinetic equation for the function 
x is [7] 

X+ v'Vx + Q oxfa-r + vx = Aik (p) Uik· (3) 

Here v = a£ ( p )/Cip is the electron velocity, 
!.1 = I e I H/mc is the cyclotron frequency, e is 
the electron charge, c is the velocity of light, 
m = CIS ( £, pz )/21Ta£ is the effective mass of the 
electron, v is the frequency of collisions of an 
electron with scatterers, T is the dimensionless 
time (phase) associated with the motion of the 
electron along the orbit in the magnetic field, Uik 
is the deformation tensor, 6£ = Aikuik is the 
energy due to the interaction between the electron 
and the sound wave. 

The boundary conditions for the function x are 
determined by diffusion scattering of electrons at 
the surface of the sample and the periodicity con
dition on x with respect to T (period 21T). If the 
z-axis is taken along the external normal to the 
metal surface z = 0 the solution of Eq. (3) for 
monochromatic waves propagating along z is [a] 

" ,. 
X = -A- ~ dT'A;k (-r') Ui!, ( Z + !,~ ~ Vz (T") dT") 

['- (~, Z) 1: 

[ v- iw ( , l] X exp -Q- -r - T , 

where f.l ( z, T) represents the root .immediately 
preceding T of one of the equations 

1'-

(4) 

z + !,~ ~ Vz (T') dT' = 0, d (5) 

( f.l :s T, d is the plate thickness). Actually f.l ( z, T) 
depends on z- !.1- 1 J vzdT'. If Eq. (5) does not 
have solutions we must write f.l = - 00 • 

Multiplying Eq. (2) by ui and averaging over 
the volume we find 

(Here we have neglected surface integrals. It 

(6) 

can be shown that these give unimportant correc
tions.) The angle brackets denote averages over 
the sample thickness. Thus, the averaged ab
sorption coefficient a is 

1 <1 au;> 1 \ .• rx = W 2P dt = W Re.) d-rpl> (e- ~) (XA;kuik), (7) 

where W = 1/ 2 p I u l2s is the flux density of 
acoustic energy and s is the sound velocity. The 
mean change in the acoustic velocity .6s is de-

termined by the imaginary part of the integral in 
Eq. (7). 

The absorption (as well as the velocity disper
sion) of the sound wave due to the electrons is a 
relatively small effect and is proportional to the 
small parameter m/M ( M is of the order of the 
ion mass). Hence in finding a we can use suc
cessive approximations; as the zeroth approxi
mation in Eq. (7) we use the unperturbed plane 
wave uf exp ( ik · r). 

The effect of finite plate thickness on the 
propagation of ultrasound is due to the collisions 
of electrons with the boundaries ( f.l ( T, z) ~ - oo). 
However, it is impossible to solve Eq. ( 5) in 
general form and to find f.l ( T, z) in explicit form. 
Hence we investigate certain particular cases. 

3. We first consider the case in which the 
magnetic field H = ( H, 0! 0) is parallel to the 
surface of the sample. In a strong field the maxi
mum dimension of the electron orbit Dmax in 
the z direction is smaller than d (the x axis is 
parallel to H). In this case an electron with a 
given projection Px on the Fermi surface can 
reach only one of the plate boundaries, where it 
experiences diffusion scattering. It is evident 
that the contribution of these "colliding" elec
trons in absorption (and dispersion) of the sound 
wave is at least !.1/l v- iw I » 1 times smaller 
than the contribution of electrons that move in
side the plate without colliding with the boundaries. 
(An exact calculation verifies this conclusion.) 
Hence, in computing the mean absorption coeffi
cient we need only consider electrons that do not 
collide with the surface; for these f.l ( T, z) = - 00 • 

In averaging a over the plate thickness the 
limits of integration over z are given by 

z1 <z < z2, 

where the points 

Z1 = je~H ( Py(T)- Pyrnin (~, P)), 

Z2="jecjli(py(T)- PyrnaJ + d, 

( the maximum and minimum of Py are taken 
only as functions of T) are the boundaries of the 
regions in phase space that contain electrons that 
collide and electrons that do not collide with the 
surfaces of the plate. Inasmuch as the distribu
tion function for these electrons x does not de
pend on z the average in Eq. (7) results in a 
factor ( z 2 - z 1 )/d = 1 - D (!:;, Px )/d under the 
integral sign over p where D ( 1:;, Px) 
= ( c/1 e I H) ( Py max - Py min) is the diameter 
of the electron orbit (with a given energy and 
projected momentum Px) in the z-direction. 
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ill a weaker magnetic field the maximum (in 
Px) diameter Dmax is greater than d. Orbits of 
electrons with D ( Px) > d are not contained within 
the plate, that is to say, collisions are experienced 
in each orbit. Hence, in integrating over Px we 
consider only those electrons for which D ( Px) 
::s d. Thus, the general expression for the mean 
absorption coefficient a in this case is 

a = Re ha2w ~ dpx m ( 1- D ((;~ Px) ) r d-e Au*x. (8) 
D(px)<d o 

When d --.. oo this expression goes over to the 
familiar relation for the absorption coefficient in 
an infinite metal ( cf. for example [9•10] ). 

ill computing the integrals over Tin Eq. (8) 
we use the method of stationary phase ( kR » 1). 
The usual calculations for the simplest case of a 
closed convex surface lead,to the expression 

dpx (1- D (Px)fd] m 

v- iro 

(9) 

where the T a (?;, Px) are the points of stationary 
phase, i.e., solutions of the equation kvz ( (;, Px• T) 
= w. 

The first term in the curly brackets in Eq. (9) 
gives the monotonic (nonoscillating) part of the 
acoustic absorption due to electrons in the mag
netic field; the second term describes the mag
netoacoustic oscillations of a as a function of H 
(geometric resonance). The monotonic part of the 
absorption aM increases linearly with H when 
d > Dmax and becomes proportional to H2 when 
Dmax » d. When d = Drnax the derivative 
daM/dH exhibits a discontinuity at which 
d2aM/dH2 becomes infinite in this approximation. 
(Actually, at this point I d2aM/dH2 I ~ rl/v - iw.) 

Oscillations of the absorption for the geometric 
resonance occur only when d > Dmax (more pre
cisely when d - Dmax » "A) and the amplitude 
of the oscillations in ( 1 - Dmax/ d) - 1 is smaller 
than in an infinite metal. 

ill weak fields, in which case d < Dmax• the 
amplitude of the geometric resonance in the plate 
is reduced sharply (by a factor rl/ I v- iw I com
pared with the case d > Dmax) since it is deter
mined by electrons in the vicinity of the central 
cross-section of the Fermi surface. When 
d < Dmax the resonance orbits are not contained 
within the plate and part of the electron orbit is 

cutoff; this is analogous to the effect in cyclotron 
resonance [1- 4] and in the anomalous skin effect 
at low frequencies. [SJ 

If the Fermi surface is complicated and there 
are several extremum dimensions the oscillation 
of the geometric resonance with a given period 
will vanish depending on the extent to which the 
appropriate orbit remains inside the plate. 

4. If the magnetic field is inclined with respect 
to the plate oscillations of the dimensional effect 
periodic in the applied field will arise by virtue 
of electron drift from one surface to the other. 
Physically this oscillatory behavior is related to 
the "focusing" of electrons by the external 
magnetic field. [s] The amplitude is determined by 
the relatively small circle around the reference 
point on the Fermi surface corresponding to a 
given direction of H. At the reference point the 
electron velocity is parallel to H. Hence, for 
these electrons the function fJ ( T, z) can be found 
easily if the electron gyration is neglected and 
Vz is replaced by the average value Vz 
= (2n)- 1 J VzdT. As a result we have 

( 10) 

Using Eq. (8) we can write the expression for the 
average absorption coefficient in the form 

. 21t d 

a =h3~dRe~dpH Z ~d-e g*(-r,pH)~dz ( 11) 
0 0 

X [ v-iro+ik~z J 
d-e' g (-r', pH) exp ~~ (-r' - -r) . 

-r-OzJ_:Vz I 

We expand the function g ( T, PH) in a Fourier 
series in T: 

00 

g (T, pH) = ~ gn (pH) ein~. 
-00 

The results of the calculation of the integrals 
over T, T' and z are 

~R (' d ~ lgn(PH)I 2 

a = h"W e j m PH ..L.J v 
n=-co 

{ / ~zl 1-exp(-dV/J ~zl) } 
X 1- -d- v ' 

v = v- iw + ikvz + inQ. 

(12) 

( 13) 

The first term in the curly brackets repre
sents the absorption of sound by electrons in the 
infinite metal a 00 investigated by Gurevich. [9] 

It gives a smooth dependence of the absorption 
coefficient on H. Actually, when v- 0 

Re 'V-1 --* no (kvz- nQ- w). ( 14) 

ill a strong field, in which kvz max ::s n, the 
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argument of the o-function can vanish only when 
n = 0 and only one term remains in the summa
tion over n. As H is reduced the summation 
over n will start to include more and more 
terms I n I = 1, 2, ... etc. Near the limiting or 
reference point (pole) 

gn (PII) =an I (PH- PH ext) /PH ext J'f,, 

the appearance of new terms with I n I ;e 0 leads 
to a discontinuity in the derivative of the absorp
tion coefficient as a function of magnetic field 
( d lnJ a co /dH lnl ) . The absorption coefficient 
itself changes smoothly. The second nonoscillat
ing term in Eq. (12) is evidently kd » 1 times 
smaller than the first and can be neglected. The 
oscillation in absorption due to the finite plate 
thickness is described by the last term in Eq. ( 12), 
which contains an exponential. 

If 

(15) 

the basic contribution to the integration over PH 
comes from the vicinity of the reference point 

I f... pH I /I PH ext I ~ Vz.ref Qd ~ 1. 

Expanding the exponential in powers of PH close 
to the reference point and keeping the linear term 
we find 

16n sin <r 1 a1 12 ( vd ) 
f...aosc= h•Wk•a• I PHVH I exp --I vH I sin (jl 

[ d ( Q ) J-2 I Qd ) X d- - 1--1 coskdcosl--.-. 
PH VII \VHS!llq> 

( 16) 

The values of all functions are taken at the refer
ence point. In Eq. (16) we retain only the basic 
oscillatory terms with I n I = 1. 

The period of the oscillation in magnetic field 
.6H is given by 

f...H = 2nc sin rp mvu = 2nc sin q> 
I e I · d I e I K'l•a ' 

(17) 

where K is the local value of the Gaussian 
curvature at the reference point, cp is the angle 
of inclination of the field, H with respect to the 
surface of the plate. The oscillations amplitude 
is small and is a diminishing function of magnetic 
field: 

L'1cx 08c v'k sin q> ( d ) 
-ex-~ kd"Q2 exp - l sin q>, • 

00 

(18) 

It is evident from Eqs. ( 17) and ( 18) that an in
vestigation of the dependence of the period and 
amplitude of the dimensional effect can be used 
to measure directly the local values of the 
Gaussian curvature and the electron mean free 
path at all elliptic reference points of the Fermi 
surface. 

A similar dimensional effect should be ob
served in a magnetic field parallel to the surface 
in the presence of open trajectories. In this case 
the oscillation period is given by 

f...H =2:n:bccos6 (19) 
I e I d , 

where b is the period of the open trajectories 
(in momentum space) and (} is the angle between 
the direction of the opening and the normal to the 
surface of the plate. 

5. When ultrasound is propagated at an angle 
with respect to the magnetic field in an infinite 
metal the absorption and dispersion of the 
acoustic velocity exhibit resonance oscillations 
that are periodic in the reciprocal field. [to] The 
position of the resonance peaks is given by 
( k · v /Q )ext ~ n ( n is an integer which is an ex
tremum in PH) and the width is due to collisions 
of electrons with scatterers. In a thin plate in 
which d, the thickness, is small compared with 
the mean free path along the normal to the surface 
l sin cp smearing and reduction in the heights of 
the resonance peaks should be observed. This 
effect arises because the effective mean free path 
for resonance electrons is the quantity d/ sin cp. 

The above statement can be verified rather 
simply. We use Eq. (10) for J.l(Z, T). The av
eraged absorption coefficient a is then 

,, 
X { (' v- iw + ikv d "} [ 1 _ ("r- -r') 1 - 1l exp .) Q 1' Qd Vz '~. (20) 

When d « I Vz l/1 v - iw I we can neglect v - iw 
in the exponential. If ( Qd/ I Vz I) ext » 1 in this 
case, Eq. (20) for a becomes 

N-1 -

2 • mdpH ~ ( i ) ( .. kvz) 
a= h"W Re ~-Q- _L.J 1- N exp - 2mJQ_ 

J=O 

2rt "t 't'' k 

X ~ g• (-r) d-r ~ d-r'g (-r', Pu) exp ( i ~ ~z d-r2 ), 

0 't-21t 

where N = E ( Qd/27f I vz I), while E ( x) is taken 
for discrete values of x. 

Carrying out the summation over j we have 

N-1 

2] (1 _ j__) e2"ijx = \( 1 + _i__ ~) 
N 2mN dx 

j=O 

i- e-21tiNx 

1 _ e-2rtix ' 

(21) 

Th~ real part of the functional (21) for N » 1 
is a sum of smeared-out o-functions 
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00 00 

1 'V 1 'V N-t 
2 LJ Orv (x- n) = 2n LJ N 2 + (x- n)2 

n=-oo n=-oo 

(22) 

It follows from Eq. (22) that the role of the effec
tive collision frequency Veff in this case is played 
by the quantity 2n I Vz I /d, i.e., the characteristic 
mean free path Zeff ~ d/sin cp is determined by 
the thickness of the sample and the orientation of 
the field with respect to the surface of the plate. 
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